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In the 4th quarter 2018 SIA Perspectives, we mentioned the powerful influence of the philosophies that Vanguard’s ex-
chairman, Jack Bogle, had on SIA’s investment process and our firm’s culture. He was a true hero and will always be 
remembered as the champion of the individual investor.   
 
Given the very poor 4th quarter results that were included with that mailing, we encouraged clients to heed his long-
term advice of not trying to guess the direction of financial markets and to focus instead on being disciplined investors 
and maintaining a well-diversified portfolio: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

By following this advice, and being committed to our investment strategies, we are pleased to share the enclosed 
reports, which indicate a robust rebound for your portfolio’s market value during the 1st quarter. These returns 
eliminated the losses posted in 2018. 
 

What Happened During the 1st Quarter?  
 

Heading into January, storms were still brewing over the independence of the U.S. Federal Reserve. Poor forecasts for 
trade talks between the U.S. and China, protests in France, Brexit anxiety and the shutdown of the U.S. government, 
clouded investor sentiment and confidence. As a reminder, a downpour of technical factors, including forced selling of 
securities to take advantage of tax losses, pushed many stock market benchmarks into “bear market territory” in 2018, 
which represented declines of 20% from recent highs reached in the 3rd quarter. 
 
In addition, pundits caused financial market headwinds by focusing on the continued shutdown of the U.S. government 
Chinese manufacturing data, Tim Cook’s release of a letter warning of Apple’s declining revenue projections and 
expectations for worldwide slowing in operating earnings. Investor sentiment was not good.   
 
Then, the winds changed in mid-January, when Federal Reserve Chairman, Jerome Powell, announced plans that 
contradicted previous predictions of rate increases in 2019 – made just weeks earlier – and he also mentioned taking 
quantitative tightening off “autopilot.” This change of tone from the Federal Reserve eased pressure on credit markets 
and, combined with the good news about an end to the U.S. government shutdown after 34 days, helped fuel stock and 
bond market rallies during the 1st quarter. 
 
 

“Stay the course. 
It is the most important single piece of 
investment wisdom I can give to you.” 

 

Cloudy forecasts of economic declines were replaced with brighter 
expected outlooks – from just a few months earlier – as unfounded 
fears of a recession turned into expectations for a mere slowdown in 
economic growth worldwide. 
  
“Here Comes the Sun” was the tune to carry throughout the             
1st quarter as investors raved over full employment in the U.S., 
perfectly balanced levels of inflation and wage growth, and record-
setting job market data.   
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What Happened to Financial Markets During the 1st Quarter? 

 
The tables below provide performance returns for major asset class benchmarks. Note that these results reflect the 
quick change in negative sentiment from the 4th quarter of last year, to improving sentiment during the first three 
months of this year. All stock markets posted almost double-digit gains for the 1st quarter, with U.S. stocks leading all 
segments, after suffering the greatest drawdowns in the 4th quarter.  Both U.S. taxable and municipal bonds 
outperformed bond markets overseas, while money markets provided a stable rate of return. 
 

      
*  representative benchmark indexes detailed on the last page 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
A swift rally in stocks around the world during the 1st quarter almost eliminated the losses posted in the U.S. for 2018, 
while stock markets outside the U.S. added to diversified portfolio performances. As a reminder of the disappointing 
returns for last year, the table below highlights the negative returns posted for 2018. However, the table also shows 
how quickly those returns were gained back in January and February.  Most stock market segments posted double-digit 
gains for the 1st quarter, with mid cap and small cap U.S. benchmarks leading the way. 
 
As mentioned earlier, there were many factors in play near the end of the year that we deemed technical and not 
fundamental, but negatively impacted stock prices. January and February stock market rebounds affirmed our 
interpretation of last year’s sell-off and portfolios benefitted from our decision to maintain our stock allocations. 
 
 
 
 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   *  representative benchmark indexes detailed on the last page 

How Did Stock Market Segments Perform?  

 
 

2018 

 
 

STOCKS 

 
 

Jan 

 
 

Feb 

 
 

March 

 
1st Quarter 

2019 

   -4.4% 
-9.1 

    -11.0 

Large Cap 
Mid Cap 

Small Cap 

         8.0% 
       10.8 
       11.2 

      3.2% 
      4.3 
      5.2 

   1.9% 
 0.9 
-2.1 

   13.6% 
16.5   
14.6 

      
-13.8 
-14.6 

International 
Emerging Mkt 

         6.6 
         8.8 

      2.5 
      0.2 

         0.6  
         0.8  

10.0   
  9.9 

      

Total Return* 

Interestingly, U.S. stocks provided the best return for the 1st quarter, 
despite what could have been a drag on performance as the asset class 
experienced net outflows. Meanwhile, a surprising inflow to bonds 
pushed prices higher. 
 

These flows might have reflected investors rebalancing from stocks to 
bonds after the January rally (SIA’s strategy) and/or they might have 
reflected investors fleeing stocks after the poor 4th quarter returns      
(not SIA’s strategy). 
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The style box grids below provide a more in-depth review of U.S.-only stock market segments by investment style  
and market capitalization (company size).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
     
Source: J.P.Morgan Asset Management 

 
What Happened to Bond Prices?  

 
As noted on the previous page, investors piled into bonds in the first few months of 2019, buying everything from U.S. 
Treasuries to riskier corporate debt, as central bankers eased investors’ concerns about the potential for higher interest 
rates and relieved worries about the possibility of a recession in 2019.   
 
As prices moved higher and yields moved lower, bonds rallied in the 1st quarter surprising many investors. At the end 
of the 1st quarter, the often-cited yield of the 10-year U.S. Treasury note stood at 2.4%, down from 3.2% in November.   
 

 
 

2018 
 

 
BONDS &  

MONEY MARKET 
 

 
 

Jan 

 
 

Feb 

 
 

March 

 
1st Quarter 

2019 

 0.0% 
     -2.1 

Taxable U.S.  
Taxable Global-ex U.S. 

    1.1% 
    1.9 

 -0.1% 
   -1.0 

1.9% 
   0.7   

    2.9% 
 1.5  

      1.6 
     -2.1 

Municipal Intermediate   
High Yield 

    0.8 
    4.5 

    0.5 
    1.7 

   1.2 
   0.9 

2.5  
7.3  

      2.0   Money Market      0.2    0.2    0.2 0.6  
      

                    *representative benchmark indexes detailed on the last page. 
 

During the 1st quarter, many strategists pointed to a potential “inversion of the yield curve” as a warning sign of an 
ensuing recession.  But, as we mentioned last quarter, the fact that shorter-term interest rates might yield a bit more 
than longer-term rates (the 10-year Treasury versus the 3-month Treasury bill shown on the next page) does not 
undermine the role of bonds and money market funds in a diversified portfolio.   

Total Return* 
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Double-digit losses in the 4th quarter of 2018 
were followed by outstanding double-digit gains 
in the 1st quarter of 2019.   
 

Mid caps and small caps led their large cap 
counterparts in most style segments. Growth was 
the clear winner across the board for the 1st 
quarter, after suffering the largest declines 
during the 4th quarter of last year. 
 
 
The 1st quarter returns reflected a broad rally 
across all eleven sectors of the S&P 500 Index, 
as indicated in the bar chart to the left.   
 

Growth managers’ outperformance in 2019 is 
due to their favoring the outperforming sectors 
of technology, industrials and both consumer 
sectors. Value managers generally prefer 
utilities, materials, telecom and financials that 
lagged during this rally. 
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What is Our Role as Investment Consultants? 
 

For the past two years, SIA followed through on our commitment to introduce specific details of our value-added 
practices beyond the traditional services of an investment adviser.  We selected an order that provided complementary 
discussion of how each value-added practice related to the then current financial market environment.    
 

Beginning in 2017, and continuing each quarter throughout 2018, we introduced one of the following value-added 
practices each quarter: 
 

1. Behavioral Coaching 
2. Rebalancing 
3. Total Return versus Income Investing 
4. Asset Allocation 
5. Cost Effective Implementation 
6. Asset Location 
7. Withdrawal and Savings Rates 
 

During our recent strategic planning process, we determined an additional value-added practice:  
 

8. Customized Reporting refers to our unique capability to produce meaningful insights about financial markets 
and investment strategies to our clients through our: 

 

 quarterly SIA Perspectives newsletter. 
 quarterly mailings that include informative reports outlining client’s portfolio performance returns, industry 

benchmark returns and holdings. 
 in-person investment reviews with analysis of each client’s investment performance versus tailored 

benchmarks determined specifically with each client. 
 aggregate reporting for multiple accounts that simplifies complicated circumstances and these reports often 

include assets that are not included in SIA’s investment responsibility. 
 

SIA Corporate Policies of Interest - 2019 
 
SIA is required by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to provide you with a copy annually of our 
Corporate Policies. These policies do not change too much over time, however they are important.  
 

In accordance with rule 204A-1 under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, Stegner Investment Associates, Inc. (SIA) 
has adopted a Code of Ethics. This Code requires that all employees conduct business in a manner that complies with 
applicable federal security laws and reflects our fiduciary obligations to our clients. Each member of our firm commits 
annually to follow the CFA Institute’s Code of Ethics and Standards of Professional Conduct, which includes duties to 
clients of loyalty, prudence and care. 
 

Our interpretation of the yield curve positioning 
identified factors not in play during past episodes 
of inversion. 
 

Most importantly, central banks around the world 
are using tools that have not been available 
historically. 
 

Therefore, through our analysis, we did not adjust 
our bond strategy, but reaffirmed our decision to 
continue allocations to non-traditional bond fund 
managers.  
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SIA has also adopted the CFA Institute’s Asset Manager Code. The Code’s general principles of conduct include that 
managers accept the following responsibilities.  SIA agrees to:  
 

 act in a professional and ethical manner at all times. 
 act for the benefit of clients. 
 act with independence and objectivity. 
 act with skill, competence and diligence. 
 communicate with clients in a timely and accurate manner. 
 uphold the applicable rules governing capital markets. 

 
Privacy Policy 
 

Our relationship with you is our most important asset. We understand that you have entrusted us with your private 
financial information and we are committed to maintaining this trust. We collect only the information necessary to 
deliver responsive, high quality services and advice to our clients and to fulfill legal and regulatory requirements. To 
fulfill these obligations, we may collect nonpublic personal information about our clients. 
 

Access to client or former client information is strictly limited. SIA shares nonpublic information solely to service our 
clients. We do not disclose any nonpublic personal information about our clients or former clients to anyone without 
the client’s approval. We also restrict employee access to nonpublic personal information to only those who need to 
know this information to provide our services.   
 
Notice of Availability of Form ADV - Part II 
 

Form ADV – Part II is a legal disclosure document that provides information about business practices, fees and 
conflicts of interest an advisor may have with its clients. According to SEC Rule 204-3 of the Adviser Act, we are 
obligated to offer this document to all clients at least annually. If you wish to obtain a copy of SIA’s Form ADV –  
Part II, please contact our Chief Compliance Officer, Tracey Trosper, at 502-895-0122.  
 

Behind the Scenes at SIA 
 

Important news and updates regarding our firm include: 
 

1. From March 15, 2018 until February 5, 2019 SIA submitted to a “limited scope examination of risk factors 
pursuant to Section 204 of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940” conducted by staff of the U.S. Securities and 
Exchange Commission (SEC). We complied with all requests for information from the SEC’s staff and 
responded to any matters they asked us to address. 

 
2. In June of last year, we were pleased to be listed as one of 300 top registered investment advisers for 2018 in a 

survey conducted by the Financial Times. This list of elite independent investment advisers includes firms 
from 38 states. SIA was one of only two selected from Kentucky. 
 

3. Beth Peabody was invited, and accepted, to serve a second term as a member of Vanguard’s Financial Advisor 
Services RIA Client Council. As a reminder, Beth was chosen as one of eleven advisers nationwide to serve in 
this capacity. The Council meets twice per year to provide insights and advice to senior leaders of Vanguard. 

 
4. Currently, SIA is pleased to have a team of ten Associates, with two staff members having earned the CFP® 

designation and two additional staff members who have passed Level One of the CFA® Program and who will 
be sitting for Level Two in June 2019. We also have one staff member who holds a Master of Science in 
Statistics and two staff members who have earned their MBAs. In addition, five staff members are registered 
investment representatives with the SEC under the terms of the Investment Advisory Act of 1940 (Series 65). 
 

5. We are proud to serve individuals, institutions and corporations totaling 150 clients, in 19 states, representing 
over $1 billion in assets.   
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An Educated Client is Our Best Client 
 

Last year we shared with you information regarding the impact of Congress passing tax reform legislation in 2017 that 
made sweeping changes to the Internal Revenue Code for the first time since 1986. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (the 
Act) has impacted the investment decisions of individuals and businesses, but the true impact of the Act is being 
revealed slowly as tax returns are completed for 2018.  
 
We will continue to discuss with you how our interpretation of the Act may impact our asset allocation and investment 
strategies. In preparation for this discussion, we are including an update from last year of our summary 2019 Tax 
Quick Facts for your review.  
 
The inclusion of this exhibit is an example of our proactive effort to assist clients with their financial decisions in 
addition to traditional investment consulting services. Please take time to review and perhaps discuss with your other 
advisors. 
 

     Reviewing Enclosed Reports 
 

In our vast experience, we have discovered that most investment consultants and advisers pass along a standard set of 
reports each quarter that provide data, but no explanation as to the specific impact of performance on client results. 
With each quarterly SIA Perspectives, we strive to add value for clients by giving them not only data, but the tools and 
knowledge with which to review the portfolio reports included in each mailing. 
 
The impact of SIA’s investment decisions and financial market performances on your portfolio, for each month and for 
the 1st quarter of 2019, is highlighted in the enclosed Portfolio Review packet on the page titled Portfolio Overview.  
 
Your performance results are the actual returns earned from the increase in market value due to the performance of the 
investments and, as a reminder, net of any annual expenses charged by the mutual funds in which you are invested.  
Contributions and withdrawals to your account do not impact this % total return. 
 
We have also included returns for standard benchmarks for your review and we look forward to discussing our very 
good relative performance, based upon each of our agreed-upon target benchmarks, during our next meeting. 
 
The Portfolio Overview includes a pie chart of your asset allocation divided into asset class categories. This section is 
the best way to quickly gauge your portfolio’s allocation to stocks, bonds, money markets and other asset classes. The 
next page is the Portfolio Holdings which lists each of your investments, the market value at the end of the 1st quarter 
and percentage weight in the portfolio.   
 
The last page is the calculation of our fees for the quarter. We remind you that, as a fee-only investment adviser, we 
accept compensation only from the clients we serve. SIA does not receive payment from the investment managers we 
recommend, nor from the trusted industry professionals to whom we may refer you.   
 
We are most fortunate to have clients that appreciate our services. Thank you for letting us serve as your investment 
consultant and for following our advice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*Benchmark Indexes used in this SIA Perspectives include: Dow Jones Total US Stock Market Index, MSCI ACWI- Ex US, 
Barclays: US Aggregate Bond, Global Ex-US and Municipal 1-15 year Indexes, US Treasury Bill Index, S&P 500 Index, Russell 
1000 Growth and Value, Russell Mid Cap and Small Cap Index, MSCI EAFE and EM Index. 

"The time of maximum pessimism is the best time to buy and 
     the time of maximum optimism is the best time to sell.” 

                    
                                            Sir John Templeton  

     pioneer investor 1912-2008  
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